
 
 
Hello stranger, welcome to Dirtmouth! Sorry if the place seems a bit abandoned, most of the 
citizens seem to have wandered off into the tunnels below. Hmm? Oh, yes, I did say tunnels. 
History says Dirtmouth sits atop one of the entrances to the legendary City of Tears, capital of 
the Kingdom of Hollownest, long since destroyed by calamity. 
 
 More than one foolhardy adventurer has ventured into the tunnels, hoping to claim some of the 
treasures, secrets, and artifacts of power said to rest in the City, and disappeared, never to be 
seen again. Perhaps you will be different? 
 
 
 
Origins 
Before we get started, choose one real-life insect. You will gain an adorable altform based on it 
to better blend in with with locals. You also gain some abilities based on whatever you chose, 
for example, a spider will be able to shoot webbing, insects cable of flight can still do so, or a 
mantis can fight someone without having to use a Nail. 
 
Feel free to choose your own age, and your gender is the same as whatever it was last jump, 
though the latter can be changed for 50CP. 
 
Drop-in (Free):  
 
Hollow Knight (100CP): 
 
Shopkeep (100CP): 
 
Perks 
 
General 



Soul (Free/100CP): A magical energy gained by the infliction of harm upon enemies, soul can 
be used for many things, from healing to launching magical blasts. Free for the duration of the 
jump, 100CP to keep afterwards. 
 
Cavern Rhythms (100CP): The ancient caves of Hollownest echo with a music all their own. You 
gain the Hollow Knight soundtrack. It even comes with some personalized themes in the same 
style for you and your companions. These songs will play in the background, changing as the 
situation does. No one else can hear these songs unless you decide otherwise. 
 
Drop-in 
 
Worship the Fluff (100CP, Free for Drop-in): You find that societies of the mystical persuasion 
are more inclined to like you, and with some small acts of kindness, even begin to worship you. 
 
Weapon Projection (200CP, Discount for Drop-in): Why don’t I just skip the quote, and tell you 
what this does? You gain the ability to materialize Nails in the air to strike at your enemies, or 
project great spears from the ground to impale your enemies. 
 
??? (400CP, Discount for Drop-in):  
 
Radiant (600CP, Discount for Drop-in): Oh, uh, your appearance seems to have changed a bit, 
jumper. Your chosen bug form now resembles a heavily mutated, though still adorable, moth. 
You gain the ability to fire very damaging laser beams made out of light, generate homing orbs 
made of light, and any light based attacks you have gain a boost. 
 
You can also enlarge any bugs in the vicinity, with most growing to the height of your average 
human, and larger ones growing taller. With the tallest reaching seven to eight feet tall. You can 
either grant these bugs sentience, in which case they’ll be very loyal, or link them in a hivemind, 
with you at the head. 
 
Hollow Knight 
 
Basic Nailsmanship (100CP, Free for Hollow Knight): Unlike a certain Grey Prince, you know 
there’s more to handling a nail than swinging it in the enemy’s general direction and rolling 
everywhere. You gain a basic competency in your ability to handle nails and swords alike. 
 
Power Tactics (200CP, Discount for Hollow Knight): Seems like during your travels, you gained 
an aptitude for knowing to what uses your powers could be applied. You quickly learn what your 
powers could be applied for. For example, telekinesis being used to pick objects up could also 
pick you up, and function as flight. Or that object you picked up which rockets you in a 
direction’s speed could pass as a handy bludgeoning instrument for enemies. This also 
functions as a general learning boost. 
  



Shade (400CP, Discount for Hollow Knight): Other bugs might have to fear death, but not you. If 
you were to be struck down in battle, you would find yourself returned to the last place you 
rested at, with some minor injuries and your Soul capacity cut down by 1/3. If you were to return 
to the place you died, you would find a black shade, with a similar appearance to you. 
 
Vanquish it, and you will find all injuries healed and your full soul capacity restored. So long as 
you manage to vanquish the Shade each time, you can continue to respawn like this for the rest 
of the jump. Afterwards, this only works once per jump, or once every ten years. 
 
Hollow Reprisal (600CP, Discount for Hollow Knight): ....Are you really sure you want to buy 
this? ….Very well then. Upon facing a monstrous threat that you would otherwise be unable to 
handle, you can call upon the shades of your brothers and sisters, and indeed, the might of the 
Void itself, to drag the abomination down. With this, even Gods might be brought low.  
 
This power has a price, however. To activate this perk, you must sacrifice your mortal shell, and 
become one with the Void, putting your individuality at risk. Needless to say, losing it would 
mean the end of your chain. 
 
Shopkeep 
 
Mapmaker’s Confidence (100CP, Free for Shopkeep): Like a certain adventurous bug, you don’t 
seem to be afraid of anything. Wastes full of bugs infected by some sort of parasitic fungus? 
Bring it on! Tribe of xenophobic and hostile mantis people? Oh please. It would take dark caves 
full of crawling writhing worms, spiders, and abominations forgotten by bug-kind to faze you, 
thought you would still be able to soldier on to complete your mission. 
 
Nailsmith (200CP, Discount for Shopkeep): You’ve spent most of your life in these caverns 
crafting weapons, and it shows. You’re a master blacksmith, capable of creating wide varieties 
of nail weapons, and even, with the proper materials, enhancing them to the point that they 
would prove a valuable ally in a fight against a god. 
 
Mask Maker (400CP, Discount for Shopkeep): You are the only other person in Hollownest 
learned in the ways of mask-making, and this makes you a very sought after person indeed. 
You see, not everyone, or thing, in Hollownest is blessed with a face. When they need one, they 
come to you, or to your compatriot in the Deepnest.  
 
Masks also give form and intelligence to those that do not have it. Be careful giving masks to 
those who already possess faces. While concealing one face within another is great protection, 
it also destroys the minds of all but the strongest willed. 
 
Great Nailsage (600CP, Discount for Shopkeep): How long have you trained with a Nail, 
Jumper!? You seem to have gained a level of skill that can only come with years of practice and 
training. You’re now leagues better at handling a Nail, enough so that only a couple people 



around will be able to match you in skill. As a bonus, you gain a boost to your ability to finding 
rare items and your merchanting skills. 
 
Items 
 
King’s Brand (400CP, Discount for Hollow Knight): How lucky for you Jumper, you seem to have 
come across a copy of the King’s Brand. Perhaps the King created it for his Arboreal Queen? 
Anyways, while in this jump using this allows you to access a sealed location and marks you as 
a person to be respected. In future jumps, this will allow you to open up restricted areas and 
marks you as a person of authority. 
 
Dream Nail (600CP, Discount for Hollow Knight): An ethereal Nail given to you by a strange 
moth, this allows you to read the thoughts of the living, and the last thoughts of the dead with a 
quick swipe, and combat the spirits of the dead. 
 
Map & Quill (100CP, Free Shopkeep): Hmm, it seems as if Cornifer has given you a special 
map. It automatically draws any room you enter, notes points of interest, and can even point you 
towards critical objectives! 
 
Shop (200CP, Discount for Shopkeep): A small building made out of the shell of some 
long-forgotten insect. You can sell whatever you or one of your companions make here. This 
building follows you to future jumps. 
 
Drawbacks 
 
Egotistical (+100CP): You possess an ego almost unmatched. You’ll continually get yourself into 
situations you are in no way prepared for, decline any help, and face foes you cannot beat. 
 
Lovestruck (+100CP): Oh, that lovely White Knight has rescued you! You can’t help but obsess 
over one of the locals, writing stories about a romance between you and them, and getting 
distracted at the worst times. 
 
Amnesia’d (+200CP): Jumper? Who’s that? You’re just a normal bug who’s wandered into 
Hollownest in search of your past. Unfortunately, like an certain insect named after an archery 
implement, you appear to have lost all your memories, and only finding artifacts and items 
scattered across the Kingdom will begin to restore them. 
 
Fanboy/girl (+200CP): Oh boy. Seems rescuing that one person has slightly backfired on you. 
They now follow you everywhere, even into battles, and somehow bypass any obstacles you put 
in their way. Even death doesn’t seem to stop them, for their spirit will continue to haunt you and 
talk about rather carnal activities the two of you should do. 
 



Hollow Vessel (+400CP, Mandatory for Hollow Knight): Like most of your Siblings, you have no 
emotions, which will obviously prove a bit of a challenge when you’re trying to understand and 
convince others to help you. 
 
The Jumping Fool (+600CP): Have you heard of the Colosseum of Fools? No? Well, imagine an 
entire arena run by the last remaining sane warriors of Hollownest, and they’re all sadistic 
assholes with a knack for engineering. They’ve long since outfitted the Colosseum with every 
trick and trap they could think of. Unfortunately for you, someone seems to have signed you up, 
and you’ll have to run the gauntlet fairly. No using any perks to interfere with the machinery, and 
you’ll be about as durable as the average bug. 
 
Like a moth to a….(+600CP): THE LIGHT, THE LIGHT...MUST KILL THE EMPTY ONE….THE 
LIGHT….* 
 
 
*=See notes. 
 
Outro 
 
Notes 
 
“Like a moth to a…”: You’ve been infected by the plague that has ravaged Hollownest for the 
last century or so. You’ve got about 6 years to find a way to cure yourself before you descend 
into the near mindlessness all it’s victims fall to. All the while, you’ll feel increasingly harder to 
resist urges to kill the Knight and worship the light. 
 
Changelog: 
0.3 
Improved the intro a little. 
Added Radiance perk info. 
Added Basic Nailsmanship. 
Added Power Tactics. 
Added Nailsmith and Mask Maker. 
 
0.4 
Edited Radiant 
Edited and named Weapon Projection. (Someone please suggest a better name) 
Edited Shade. 
Clarified that Basic Nailsmanship was indeed free for its origin. 
Added Worship the Fluff. 
Added Cavern Rhythm. 
Added Shop 
Added Bretta Drawback 



Added King’s Brand. 


